
Vectors

The desert antCataglyphis fortis /ives in the plains

of the Sa hara desert. When one of the ants forages

for food, it travels from its h ome nest along a

haphazard search path like the one shown here. The

ant may travel more than 500 m along such a com-

plicated path over flat, featureless san d that con-

tains no landmarks. Yet, when the ant decides to re-

turn home, it turns and then runs directly home.

3B

The answer is in this chapter.
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(a)

(b)

F$ffi. 3-s (a) All three arrows have
the same magnitude and direction
and thus represent the same dis-
placement. (b) All three paths con-
necting the two points correspond to
the same displacement vector.

Actual
path

Net displacement
is the vector sum

(")

F$G" S-P (a) AC is the vector sum of
the vectors AB and BC. (b) The same

vectors relabeled.

Physics deals with a great many quantities that have both srze and direction, and
it needs a special mathematical language - the language of vectors - to describe
those quantities. This language is also used in engineering, the other sciences, and
even in common speech. If you have ever given directions such as "Go flve blocks
down this street and then hang a left," you have used the language of vectors. In
fact, navigation of any sort is based on vectors, but physics and engineering also

need vectors in special ways to explain phenomena involving rotation and mag-
netic forces, which we get to in Iater chapters. In this chapter, we focus on the ba-
sic language of vectors.

nE rn ctors and Scalars

A particle moving along a straight line can move in only two directions. We can
take its motion to be positive in one of these directions and negative in the other.
For a particle moving in three dimensions, however, a plus sign or minus sign is no
longer enough to indicate a direction. Instead, we must use a vector.

A vector has magnitude as well as direction, and vectors follow certain
(vector) rules of combination, which we examine in this chapter. A vector
quantity is a quantity that has both a magnitude and a direction and thus can be
represented with a vector. Some physical quantities that are vector quantities are
displacement, velocity, and acceleration. You will see many more throughout this
book, so learning the rules of vector combination now will help you greatly in
later chapters.

Not all physical quantities involve a direction.T"mperature, pressure, energy,
mass, and time, for example, do not "point" in the spatial sense. We call such
quantities scalars, and we deal with them by the rules of ordinary algebra. A sin-
gle value,with a sign (as in a temperature of -40'F),specifles a scalar.

The simplest vector quantity is displacement, or change of position. A vector
that represents a displacement is called, reasonably, a displacement vector.
(Similarly we have velocity vectors and acceleration vectors.) If a particle
changes its position by moving from A to B tn Fig. 3-Ia,we say that it undergoes a

displacement from A to B, which we represent with an arrow pointing from A to B.
The arrow specifies the vector graphically. To distinguish vector symbols from other
kinds of arrows in this book, we use the outline of a triangle as the arrowhead.

In Fig.3-Ia,the arrows from Ato B,fromA' to B', and from A" to B" have
the same magnitude and direction. Thus, they specify identical displacement vec-
tors and represent the same change of position for the particle. A vector can be
shifted without changing its value if tts length and direction are not changed.

The displacement vector tells us nothing about the actual path that the parti-
cle takes" In Fig. 3-Ib, for example, all three paths connecting points A and B cor-
respond to the same displacement vector,that of Fig. 3-1.a. Displacement vectors
represent only the overall effect of the motion, not the motion itself.

E fiAdding ctors Geometrically

Suppose that, as in the vector diagram of Fig. 3-2a, a parttcle moves from A to B
and then later from B to C. We can represent its overall displacement (tro matter
what its actual path) with two successive displacement vectors, AB and BC.
The net displacement of these two displacements is a single displacement from A
to C. We call AC the vector sum (or resultant) of the vectors AB and BC. This
sum is not the usual algebraic sum.

In Fig.3-Zb, we redraw the vectors of Fig. 3-2a and relabel them in the way
that we shall use from now or, namely, with an arcow over an italic symbol, as

.t

(b)
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Start

Vector sum

Finish

F*ffi. S-S The two vectors d and,B

can be added in either order; see

Eq.3-2.

b

F8ffi" 3-5 The vectors R and -B huue
the same magnitude and opposite di-
rections.

Note head-to-tail

FFffi. 3-4 The three vectors d,B,and t canbe grouped in any way as they are added; see

Eq.3-3.

tnd.If we want to indicate only the magnitude of the vector (a quantity that lacks
a sign or direction), we shall use the italic symbol, as rn a, b,and s. (You can use
just a handwritten symbol.) A symbol with an overhead arrow always implies
both properties of a vector, magnitude and direction.

We can represent the relation among the three vectors in Fig. 3-2b with the
vector equation

Jr - d +6 (3-1)

(3-2)

(3-4)

which says that the vector 3 is the vector sum of vect orsd and 6. m" symbol + in
Eq.3-1, and the words "sum" and "add" have different meanings for vectors than
they do in the usual algebra because they involve both magnitude and direction.

Figure 3-2 suggests a procedure for adding two-dimensional vectorsd and6
geometrically. (1) On paper, sketch vector d to some convenient scale and at the
proper angle. (2) Sketch vector b to the same scale,with its tail at the head of vec-
tor d, again at the proper angle. (3) The vector sum 3 is the vector that extends
from the tail ofd to the head of b.

Vector addition, defined in this way,has two important properties. First, the
order of addition does not matter. Addingd to b gives the same result as adding
E tod (Fig. 3-3);that is,

d+ B -B +d

d+6

B + eh:0.

(commutative law).

Second, when there are more than two vectors, wejan group them in any order
as we add them.Thus,if we want to add vectorsd,B,andT,we can add d and,E
first and then add their vector sum to 7. We can also add B and,Z flrst and then
add that sum tod.We get the same result either way,as shown in Fig. 3-4.That is,

1d +Ey + -e - + e) (associative law).

The vector -6 is a vector with the same magnitude ur B but the
direction (see Fig. 3-5). Adding the two vectors in Fig. 3-5 would yield

Thus, adding -B has the effect of subtractin gB.We use this property to define
the difference between two vectors: let A - d - B. T'h-n

A -d -E -d + ?h (vecrorsubtraction);

(3-3)

opposite

-b
arrangement for

addition

-->--->

d.-a,-b

(b)

ffEffi. $-& (a) Vectors d,B,and -8.
(b) To subtract vector d fto- vector
d, addvector -B to vector d.

that is, we find the difference vector d by adding the vector - b to the vector d.
Figure 3-6 shows how this is done geometrically.

As in the usual algebra, we can move a term that includes a vector symbol
from one side of a vector equation to the other, but we must change its sign.
For example,if we are given Eq.3-4 and need to solve for d,we can reaffange the
equation as

b.
-) ---->d+b:
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Remember that, although we have used displacement vectors here, the rules
for addition and subtraction hold for vectors of all kinds, whether they represent
velocities, accelerations, or any other vector quantity. However, we can add
only vectors of the same kind. For example, we can add two displacements, or two
velocities, but adding a displacement and a velocity makes no sense. In the arith-
metic of scalars, that would be like trying to add 2I s and 12 m.

(a) the maximum possible magnitude for Z and (b) the minimum possible magnitude?

In an orienteering class, you have the goal of moving as

far (straight-line distance) from base camp as possible
by making three straight-line moves. You may use the
following displacements in any order: (u) d,2.0 km due
east (directly toward the east); (b) b,2"0 km 30' north
of east (at an angle of 30" toward the north from due
east); (c) -d, 1.0 km due west. Alternatively, you may
substitute either -E for E or -7 for i. What is the
greatest distance you can be from base camp at the end
of the third displacement?

slide the vectors over the page, connecting three of
them at a time in head-to-tail arrangements to flnd their
vector sum d.n 

" 
tail of the first vector represents base

camp. The head of the third vector fpresents the point
at which you stop. The vector sum d extends from the
tail of the first vector to the head of the third vector. Its
magnitude d ts your distance from base camp.

We find that distan ce d is greatest for a head-to-tail

FBG. 3-? (a) Displacement vectors; three are to be used .(b)
Your distance from base camp is greatest if you undergo dis-
placements d,R,and -V,in any order.

arrangement of vect orsd,B , and -n .They can be in any
order, because their vector sum is the same for any
order. The order rlo*" in Fig. 3-7 b is for the vector sum

A-B+d+(-u).
IJsing the scale given in Fig. 3-7 a,we measure the length
d of this vector sum, finding

d-4.8m. (Answer)

(a) (b)

ffi $Components of ctors

Adding vectors geometrically can be tedious. A neater and easier technique
involves algebra but requires that the vectors be placed on a rectangular coordi-
nate system.The x and y axes are usually drawn in the plane of the page,as shown
in Fig. 3-8a. The e axis comes directly out of the page at the origin; we ignore it for
now and deal only with two-dimensional vectors.

A component of a vector is the projection of the vector on an axis. In Fig.
3-Ba,for example, axrs the component of vectord on (or along) the x axis and a,
is the component along the y axis. To find the projection of a vector along an axis,
we draw perpendicular lines from the two ends of the vector to the axis, as shown.
The projection of a vector on an x axis is its r component,, and similarly the pro-
jection on the y axis is the y component. The process of finding the components of
a vector is called resolvirg the vector.

A component of a vector has the same direction (along an axis) as the vector.
In Fig. 3-8, a* and ay are both positive because d extends in the positive direction
of both axes. (Note the small arrowheads on the components, to indicate their di-
rection.) If we were to reverse vector d,then both components would be negqliu"
and their arrowheads would point toward negative .r and y. Resolving vector 15 in
Fig. 3-9 yields a positive component b*and a negative component br.

In generaL, a vector has three components, although for the case of Fig. 3-8a

oy

ax

(c)

F$ffi. 3-ffi (a) The components a,and a,
of vectord.(b)The components are un-
changed if the vector is shifted, as long as

the magnitude and orientation are main-
tained. (c) The components form the legs

of a right triangle whose hypotenuse is
the magnitude of the vector.
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F$ffi. ffi-S The component of b on the
x axis is positive, and that on the y
axis is negative.

a
ax

the component along the z axis is zero. As Figs. 3-Ba and b show, if you shift a vec-

,- \ tor without changing its directioil, its components do not change.
x (m) 

We can find ihr romponents of d inFig. 3-Bageometrically from the right tri-
angle there:

a*:acos0 and ay:astn0,

where g is the angle that the vector d makes with the positive direction of the
x axis, and ars the magnitude of d.Figure 3-Bc shows that d and its x andy com-
ponents form a right triangle. It also shows how we can reconstruct a vector from
its components: we affange those components head to tail. Then we complete a

right triangle with the vector forming the hypotenuse, from the tail of one com-
ponent to the head of the other component.

Once a vector has been resolved into its components along a set of axes, the
components themselves can be used in place of the vector. For example, d in
Fig. 3-8a is given (completely determined) by o and e. h can also be given by its
components a* and ar. Both pairs of values contain the same information. If we
know a vector in component notation (a* and ar) and want it in magnitude-angle
notation (a and g), we can use the equations

(3-s)

(3-6)

to transform it.
In the more general three-dimensional case, we need a magnitude and two

angles (ruy, a,0,,and d) or three components (o*,a*and ar) to specify a vector.

the indicated methods
for combining the x
and y components of
vector d are proper to
determine that vector?

A small airplane leaves an airport on an overcast day
and is later sighted 215 km away, in a direction making
an angle of 22" east of due north. FIow f.ar east and
north is the airplane from the airport when sighted?

We are given the magnitude (2I5 k-) and
the angle (22" east of due north) of a vector and need to
find the components of the vector.

Cafcufatfons; We draw an xy coordinate system with
the positive direction of x due east and that of y due
north (Fig. 3-10). For convenience, the origin is placed at

.v

I roo
d

:J

a

FEffi. ffi-$ # A plane takes off
from an airport at the origin
and is later sighted at P Distance



the airport. The airplane's displacement d points
the origin to where the airplan" gtighted.

To flnd the components of- d, we use Eq. 3-5

o - 68' (- 90" - 22'):

d,: dcos0- (2I5 k-)(cos68")
:81km

dr: dsin 0- (2I5 k*)(sin68')
: I99 km : 2.0 x 1-02 km.

Thus, the airplane is 81 km east and 2.0 x 102

of the airport.

from

with

ffi-4 I Components of Vectors

(Answer)

(Answer)

km north

For two decades, spelunking teams sought a connection
between the Flint Ridge cave system and Mammoth
Cave, which are in Kentucky. When the connection was
finally discovered, the combined system was declared
the world's longest cave (more than 200 km long). The
team that found the connection had to crawl, climb, and
squirm through countless passages, traveling a net
2.6 km westward, 3.9 km southward, and 25 m upward.
What was their displacement from start to finish?

We have the components of a three-dimen-
sional vector, and we need to flnd the vector's magni-
tude and two angles to specify the vector's direction.

Horizsntal Components: We flrst draw the compo-
nents as in Fig. 3-IIa. The horizontal components
(2.6 km west and 3.9 km south) form the legs of a

horizontal right triangle. The team's horizontal displace-
ment forms the hypotenuse of the triangle, and its

West East

25m

South

(a)

magnitude d1,ts given by the Pythagorean theorem:

Also from the horizontal triangle in
that this horrzontal displacement is

due west by an angle fu gven by

3.9 km
tan 0p :

2.6km

- 4.69 km.

Fig. 3-I1a, we see

directed south of

(Answer)

: 4.69 km

(Answer)

from the horizon-

0.3'. (Answer)

which is one of the two angles we need to specify the
direction of the overall displacement.

Overall Displacement: To include the vertical compo-
nent (25 m - 0.025 km), we now take a side view of Fig.
3-IIa,looking northwest. We get Fig. 3-I1.b, where the
vertical component and the horizontal displacement d7,

form the legs of another right triangle. Now the team's
overall displacement forms the hypotenuse of that tri-
angle, with a magnitude d given by

(4.6e k-)'
: 4.7 km.

This displacement is directed upward
tal displacement by the angle

oh: tan _'2| f{-. - 56o,
2.6km

e, : tan-' 
0,02=5-k- 

-4.69 km

F[G. S-f t (a) The
components of the
spelunking team's
overall displacement
and their horizontal
displacement dr.(b)
A side view showing
d7, and the team's
overall displacement
vector d.

t
0.025

Thus, the team's displacement vector had a magnitude
of 4.7 km and was at an angle of 56' south of west and at
an angle of 0.3' upward. The net vertical motion was,

of course, insignificant compared with the horizontal
motion. However, that fact would have been of no
comfort to the team, which had to climb up and down
countless times to get through the cave. The route they
actually covered was quite different from the displace-
ment vector.(b)

\Start

Down

Fa a ts Angles-De grees and Radians Angles that
are measured relative to the positive direction of the x axis are
positive if they are measured in the counterclockwise direc-
tion and negative if measured clockwise. For example,Zl\"
and - 150' are the same angle.

Angles may be measured in degrees or radians (rad). To
relate the two measures, recall that a full circle is 360' and 2n
rad. To convert, say, 40' to radians, write

+0" 
2T!99 : o.7orad.



sin0=

CoS0=

tan 0 --
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leg opposite 0
hypote nuse

leg adjacent to 0
hypotenuse

leg opposite 0

ry
I
t

I

i " -.+1
i

i

Quadrants
IIIilI

L"g
opposite 0

leg adjacent to 0

FlG. 3"1A A triangle used to define the trigonometric func-
tions. See also Appendix E.

flast$c #; Trig Functions You need to know the defini-
tions of the common trigonometric functions-sine, cosine,
and tangent-because they are part of the language of sci-
ence and engineering. They are given in Fig. 3-I2 in a form that
does not depend on how the triangle is labeled.

You should also be able to sketch how the trig functions
vary with angle, as in Fig. 3-I3, in order to be able to judge
whether a calculator result is reasonable. Even knowing the
signs of the functions in the various quadrants can be of help.

Tactic S; lnverse Trig Functions When the inverse trig
functions sin-1, cos-l, and tan-1 are taken on a calculator, you
must consider the reasonableness of the answer you get,
because there is usually another possible answer that the
calculator does not give. The range of operation for a calcula-
tor in taking each inverse trig function is indicated in Fig. 3-I3.
As an example, sin-1 0.5 has associated angles of 30" (which is
displayed by the calculator, since 30" falls within its range of
operation) and l-50". To see both values, draw ahortzontal line
through 0.5 in Fig. 3-I3a and note where it cuts the sine curve.

How do you distinguish a correct answer? It is the one
that seems more reasonable for the given situation. As an
example, reconsider the calculation of 07, in Sample Problem
3-3,where tan 07,: 3.912.6 - 1.5.Taking tan-r L5 on your cal-
culator tells you that 0n:56, but 0n:236" (- 180" + 56")
also has a tangent of 1.5. Which is correct? From the physical
situation (Fig. 3-1.ta),56' is reasonable and 236'is clearly not.

Tactic 4; Measuring Vector Angles The equations for
cos 0 and sin 0 in Eq. 3-5 and for tan 0 rn Eq. 3-6 are valid only
if the angle is measured from the positive direction of the x
axis. If it is measured relative to some other direction, then the
trig functions in Eq. 3-5 may have to be interchanged and the

ry
L

FlG" 3-14 Unit vectors i, j, and t Oe-

flne the directions of a right-handed
coordinate system.

I

i '+2
I

(c)

FlG" 3-1S Three useful curves to remember. A calculator's
range of operation for taking inverse trig functions is indicated
by the darker portions of the colored curves.

ratio in Eq. 3-6 may have to be inverted. A safer method is to
convert the angle to one measured from the positive direction
of the x axis.

3-5 $ Unit stors

A unit vector is a vector that has a magnitude of exactly 1 and points in a particu-
lar direction. It lacks both dimension and unit. Its sole purpose is to point-that
is, to specify a direction.The unit vectors in the positive directions of the x,!,and
z axes are labeled i, i, and t, where the hat ^ is used instead of an o\/erhead arrow
as for other vectors (Fig. 3-I4). The arrangement of axes in Fig. 3-I4 is said to be a
right-handed coordinate system. The system remains right-handed if it is rotated
rigidly. We use such coordinate systems exclusively in this book.

Unit vectors are very useful for expressing other vectors; for example, we can
express 7 and B otFigs. 3-B and 3-9 as

i' " ""'""'-- 't- --*"
?l

irii
Jt

l.-..".."".".""iiili
il;l
;t
ii

0

:''1

A -a- a*l + ayJ

 Ab_ b*i + brj.

(3-7)

(3-8)

Hypotenuse_

L.g adjacent to 0

and



These two equations are illustrated in Fig. 3-15. The quantities a*i and arj arc vec-
tors, called the vector components of d .The quantities a* and ay are scalars, called
the scalar components of.d (or,as before, simply its components).

As an example, let us write the displacement d of the spelunking team of
Sample Problem 3-3 in terms of unit vectors. First, superimpose the coordinate
system of Fig. 3-I4 on the one shown in Fig. 3-IIa. Then the directions of i, j, and
k are toward the east, up, and toward the south, respectively. Thus, displacement
i fto^start to finish is neatly expressed in unit-vector notation as

A - -Q.6km)i + (0.02s k*)i + (3.e km)k.

3-6 I Adding Vectors by Components

(3-e)

Here - (2.6 km)i is the vector
the x component d*.

component dj along the x axis, and -(2.6 km) is (a)

m $ d fim @rs by @ pom€s'?ts

IJsing a sketch, we can add vectors geometrically. On a vecto?capable calculator,
we can add them directly on the screen. A third way to add vectors is to combine
their components axis by axis, which is the way we examine here.

To start, consider the statement

V -d +8, (3-10)

which says that the vector i is the same as the vector @ + b. Thus, each

component ofV must be the same as the corresponding component of (d + B):

(b)

FPffi. 3-{ S (a) The vector compo-
nents of vect or d. (b) T" vector
components of vect or b .

f*: a** b*

fy:ar*b,
fr: a, I br'

(3-11)

(3-r2)
(3-13)

In other words, two vectors must be equal if their corresponding components are
equal. Equations 3-10 to 3-13 tell us that to add vectorsd and b,we must (1) re-
solve the vectors into their scalar components; (2) combine these scalar compo-
nents, axis by axis, to get the components of the sum i; and (3) combine
the components of.V to get 7 itself. We have a choice in step 3. We can express 7
in unit-vector notation (as in Eq. 3-9) or in magnitude-angle notation (as in the
answer to Sample Problem 3-3).

This procedure for adding vectors by components also applies to vector
subtractions. Recall that a subtraction such utd - d - E can be rewritten as an
additiond - d + (-i).To subtract, we add d and -B by components, to get

d*: a* - b*, dr: a, - b, and dr: a, - b,
A - d; + d; + d,k.

(a) In thg figure here, what
onents 

"t \and 4? @)What
onents of dl and d2? @) What

are the signs of the x and y components atA + ir?

where

Figure 3-I6a shows the following three vectors:

d - (4.2*)i (1.s 
"')i,

B - (-1.6 m)i + (z.s m)i,
v - (-3.7 -)i.

What is their vector sum 7 which is also shown?

We can add the three vectors by compo-
nents, axis by axis, and then combine the components to
write the vector sum 7.and
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Calculafions; For the x axis, we add
d,8,, and t,, to get the .r component

T*: a*l b*+ c*

:4.2m-1.6m+

Similarly, for the y axis,

ry:a, lbr+c,

We then combine these components of V to write the
vector in unit-vector notation:

V - (2.6 m)i (2.3 m)j, (Answer)

where (2.6 m)i is the vector component of V along the
x axis and - (2.3 m)j is that along the y axis. Figure 3-I6b
shows one way to arrange these vector components to
form V. (Can you sketch the other way?)

We can also answer the question by giving the mag-
nitude and an angle for 7. From Eq. 3-6,the magnitude is

r - \(2.6 m)t + (-2.3 m)' : J.5 m (Answer)

and the angle (measured from the +x direction) is

According to experiments, the desert ant shown in the
chapter opening photograph keeps track of its move-
ments along a mental coordinate system. When it wants
to return to its home nest, it effectively sums its dis-
placements along the axes of the system to calculate a

vector that points directly home. As an example of the
calculation, let's consider an ant making five runs of

6.0 cm each on aL xy coordinate system, in the direc-
tions shown in Fig. 3-I7 a, starting from home. At the
end of the fifth run, what are the magnitude and angle
of the ant's net displacement vector dn"t, and what ate
those of the homeward vector ino 

" 
that extends from

the ant's flnal position back to home?

(1) To find the net displacement dn"r, we
need to sum the five individual displacement vectors:

dn", -d, + i, + i, + io + dr.

(2) We evaluate this sum for the x components alone,

dn"t,* : dL* * dz* * dz* * d+* * dr*, (3-I4)

and for the y components alone,

(3) we ."J;';:::; "?,1 | ;I | :,IJ;.",, " "',
#alcwlationr; To evaluate Eq. 3-l4,we apply the x part
of Eq. 3-5 to each run:

dr* : (6.0 cm) cos 0o : *6.0 cm

d'*: (6.0 cm) cos 1-50' _ -5.2 cm

dt* : (6.0 cm) cos l-80' : -6.0 cm

do* : (6.0 cm) cos( -I20") : -3.0 cm

ds* : (6.0 cm) cos 90" - 0.

the x components of
of the vector sum 7:

0 - 2.6m.

I

I

I
I

I

T*""

I

I
I

..1."""..

(b)

Ffiffi- $"1S Vector 7 is the vector sum of the other three
vectors.

(a)

0-tan-r(-z'rt\\ ru* /--41'' (Answer)

where the minus sign means clockwise.

v _.(a)A search path of five runs. (b) The x and y compo-
fdno.(c) Vec tord1o . points the way to the home nest.

(c)(b)

:l

8.2 cm

Home



Equation 3-I4 then gives us

dn"r,*: +6.0 cm * (-5.2 cm) + (-6.0 cm)
+ (-3.0 cm) + 0

Similarly, we evaluate the individual y components of
the five runs using the y part of Eq. 3-5. The results are
shown inTable 3-1. Substituting the results into Eq.3-15
then gives us

dn"t,y : +3.8 cm.

Vector dn"rand its x and y components are shown in Fig.
3-17b. To find the magnitude ind angle ofdn"rfrom its
components, we use Eq. 3-6.The magnitude is

(-8.2 cm)2 + (3.8 cm)2 - 9.0 cm.

To find the angle (measured from the positive direction
of x), we take an inverse tangent:

+6.0

-5.2
- 6.0

- 3.0

0

0

+3.0

0

-5.2
+ 6.0

net -8.2 +3.8

e - ran-, ( 
d"'''' \' - L.rrr 

\ dnet,x I

: ran -r( 3'B crn ) - -24.86".LC'r 
\ -B.z cm )

Caution: Recall from Problem-Solvittg Tactic 3

taking an inverse tangent on a calculator may not
the correct answer. The answer -24.86 indicates

that
give
that
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the direction of i n", is in
the fourth quadrant of our
xy coordinate system.

Flowever, when we con-
struct the vector from its
components (Fig. 3-I7b),
we see that the direction of
in"ris in the second quad-
rant. Thus, we must "fix"
the calculator's answer by
adding 180":

Run d, (cm) d, (cm)

1

2
.l

J

4

5

0 - -24.86 + 180" : 155 .I4" : 155".

Thus, the ant's displacement d n"t has magnitude and
angle

dn t: 9.0 cm at 155" (Answer)

Vector dno^" directed from the ant to its home has

the same magnitu e as d n t but the opposite direction
(Fig. 3-17 c). We already have the angle (-?4.86o :
-25") for the direction opposite 7 n"r"Thus, d no^" has

magnitude and angle

dho 
": 

9.0 cm at -25" (Answer)

A desert ant traveling more than 500 m from its home
will actually make thousands of individual runs. Yet, it
somehow knows how to calculate d no "(without 

study-
ittg this chapter).

Flere is a problem involving vector addition that cannotbe
solved directly on a vector-capable calculator, using the

to
alk
far

The three vectors (shown in Fig. 3-18) are related by

C -A + E. (3-16)

Z hur a magnitude of.22.0 m and is directed at an angle
of - 47.0" (clockwise) from the positive direction of an

x axis. B has a magnitude of 17.0 m and is directed coun-
terclockwise from the positive direction of the x axis by
angle O.e is in the gositive direction of the x axis. What
is the magnitude of C?

We cannot answer the question by adding
A and, E Oir"ctly on a vector-capable calculator, say, in
the generic form of

[magnitude A LangleA] + [magnitude B L angleB]

because we do not know the value for the angle Q otB.
However, we can express Eq. 3-16 in terms of compo-
nents for either the x axis or the y axis.

Ca{cufaffoms: Since d t directed along the x axis, we

choose that axis and write

C*: A* + B*.

We next express each x component in the form of the
x part of Eq. 3-5 and substitute known data.We then have

C cos 0o : 22.0 cos( -47.0") + 17 .0 cos .0. (3-17)

However, this hardly seems to help, because we still
cannot solve for C without knowitg d.

Let us now express Eq. 3-16 in terms of components
along the y axis:

Cr: Ay + By.

We then cast these y components in the form of the
y part of Eq. 3-5 and substitute known data,to write

C sin 0o : 22.0 sin( -47.0") + 17.0 sin ,f,

Fellow
camper

x,

Fflffi" 3-x S - .qrrals the sum A +8.
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which yields

0 - 22.0 sin( -47.0") + 17.0 sin ,f.

Solving for ,f then gives us

Substituting this result into Eq. 3-17 leads us to

C - 20.5 m. (Answer)

Note the technique of solution: When we got stuck with
components on the x axis, we worked with components
on the y axis, to evaluate d.We next moved back to the
x axis, to evaluate C

o - sin-1 - 22I srn(-47 '0") - 7r.r7".
17.0

,rc

*7 # ctors and the Laws of Physics

So far, in every flgure that includes a coordinate system, the x andy axes are par-
allel to the edges of the book page.Thus, when a vector d is included, its compo-
nents a* and ay are also parallel to the edges (as in Fig. 3-L9a). The only reason for
that orientation of the axes is that it looks "proper"; there is no deeper reason.
We could, instead, rotate the axes (but not the vector d) through an angle Q as in
Fig. 3-I9b, in which case the components would have new values, call them a', and
ai. Since there are an inflnite number of choices of Q,there are an infinite number
of different pairs of components for 7.

Which then is the "right" pair of components? The answer is that they are all
equally valid because each pair (with its axes) just gives us a different way of de-
scribing the same vector d; alI produce the same magnitude and direction for the
vector. In Fig.3-I9 we have

(3-18)

(b)

F$G. 3-'N I (a) The vector 7 and its
components. (b) The same vector,
with the axes of the coordinate sys-

tem rotated through an angle S.

and
0 - 0' + a. (3-19)

The point is that we have great freedom in choosing a coordinate system, be-
cause the relations among vectors do not depend on the location of the origin or
on the orientation of the axes. This is also true of the relations of physics; they are
all independent of the choice of coordinate system. Add to that the simplicity and
richness of the language of vectors and you can see why the laws of physics are aI-
most always presented in that language: one equation, like Eq. 3-10, can repre-
sent three (or even more) relations, like Eqs. 3-71,3-I2,and 3-I3.

*m $Multiplying ctors*
There are three ways in which vectors can be multiplied, but none is exactly like
the usual algebraic multiplication. As you read this section, keep in mind that a

vector-capable calculator will help you multiply vectors only if you understand
the basic rules of that multiplication.

If we multiply a vect or d by a scalar ,s, we get a new vector. Its magnitude is
the product of the magnitude of d and the absolute value of s. Its direction is the
direction of A fis is positive but the opposite direction if s is negative. To divide 7
by r, we multiply d by Ils.

There are two ways to multiply a vector by a vector: one way produces a scalar
(called the scalar product),and the other produces a new vector (called the vector
producr). (Students commonly confuse the two ways.)

*This material will not be employed until later (Chapter 7 for scalar products and Chapter 11 for vec-
tor products), and so your instructor may wish to postpone assignment of this section.
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e $ r Frods#

The scalar product of the vectorsd and E in Fig. 3-20a is written asd'E and
deflned to be

d'E - ab cos ,f, (3-20)

where a rs the rnagnitude of.d,b is the magnitude of b, and d is the angle between
d andB qor,more properly, between ttrre directions ofd and B).mere are actually
two such angles: @ and 360" d. Either can be used in Eq.3-z},because their
cosines are the same.

Note that there are of (includittg the
value of cos d).!h"s 7. sca ity. Because of
the notatiofr,d. b is also is s "a dot b."

A dot product casl be regarded as the product of two quantities: (1) the mag-
nitude of one of the vectors and (2) the scalar component of the second vector
along ection o r. For gxample, in Fig. 3-20b,d has a scalar
comp cos Q a on of 6; note that a perpendicular dropped
from d of d o es that component. Similarly, b has a scalar
cornponent b cos ,f along the direction of 7.

If the angle f between two vectors is 0", the component of one vector along the
her is maximum, and so also is the dot product of the vectors. If, instead, d is 90', the

component of one vector along the other is zeto,and so is the dot product.

Equation 3-20 can be rewritten as follows to emphasuze the components:

d.E: (acos il@
The commutative law applies to a scalar product, so we can write

a.B -8.d.
When two vectors are in unit-vector notation, we write their dot product as

(3-2r)

+ ori + o,k) . (b,i + bri + b,k),

which we can expand according to the distributive law: Each vector
of the first vector is to be dotted with each vector component of the
tor. By doing so, we can show that

d.6 : a*b, I arb, * arb, (3-23)

F"fiffiffiKPffilruT 4 Vector. i and D huu. magnitudes of 3 units and 4 units,
respectively. What is the angle between the directions of d and rt ff e 'rt equals
(a) zero, (b) 12 untts, and (.) - L2 units?

Sarttple Fnoblern

b

(a)

Component of b'

along direction of
iit ncos @

Component ofi
along direction of

is ocos @

(b)

F$ffi. ffi-trS (a) Two vectors d and
with an angle Qbetween them.
(b) Each vector has a component
along the direction of the other
vector.

6,

d-B: @.i (3-22)

component
second vec-

What is the angle ,f betweend : 3.0i 4.0j and b

-2"0i + 3.0k? (C ution: Although many of the follow-
irg steps can be bypassed with a vector-capable calcula-
tor, you will learn more about scalar products if, at least
here, you use these steps.)

The angle between the directions of two
vectors is included in the definition of their scalar prod-
uct (Eq. 3-20):

d'E - ab cos Q. Q-24)

#afculatfsms; In Eq. 3-24,, a rs the magnitude ofd,or

and b is the magnitude of B, or

We can separately evaluate the left side of Eq. 3-24 by
writing the vectors in unit-vector notation and using the
distributive law:

d.B : (3.0i 4.oi) . (- z.oi + 3.ok)

: (3.0i) .(- 2.01) + (3.0i) .(3.0k)

+ (-4.0i).( -2.u) + (-4.0i).(3.0t).

_ 5.00,

: 3.67.

(3-2s)

(3-26)

(- 4.0)'

(-2.0)'
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We next apply Eq. 3-20 to each term in this last expres-
sion. The angle between the unit vectors in the first term (i
and i; is 0", and in the other terms it is 90". We then have

---)

d-b

Substituting this result and the results of Eqs.3-25 and
3-26 into Eq. 3-24 yields

-6.0 : (5.00)(3.61) cos ,f,

so O _ cos '#n(5.00)(3.61) 
: 109" :t10"' (Answer)

(b)

FEG. S"frS Illustration of the
right-hand rule for vector products.
(a) Sweep vect or d into vectord
with the fingers of your right hand.
Your outstretched thumb shows the
directionof vectort -d xE.(U)
Showing that B x 7 is the reverse of
d xB.

The vector product of d and,B, *rrtten d x R, ptoduces a
magnitude is

because the two
uct. Similarly, we

third vector Z whose

c- abstnQ, (3-27)

where d is the smaller of the two angles betwe en d and, B . (You must use the
smaller of the two angles between the vectors because sin Q and sin(360" 0)
differ in algebraic sign.) Because of the notatio n,d x 6 is also known as the cross
product, and in speech it is "a cross b."

fid and B ur" parallel or antiparallel, d xE - 0.The magnitude of.d xB,which
n be written as liA * 6;, ir maximum wh end and B ut" perpendicular to each other.

The direction of 7 is perpendicular to the plane that contains 7 and E. Fig.tr"
3-2Ia shows how to determine the directiotr oi V - d x E wittr what is known as

a right-hand rule. Place the vector s d and B tatl to tail without alterittg their ori-
entations, and irnagine a line that is perpendicular to their plane where they
meet. Pretend to place your right hand around that line in such a way that your
fingers would sweep d tnto b through the smaller angle between them. Your out-
stretched thumb points in the direction of 7.

The order of the vector mu[iRlication is important. In Fig. 3-27b, we are
determining the direction of t' - b x 7, so the flngers are placed to swe ep b into
d through the smaller angle. The thumb ends up in the opposite direction from
previously, and so it must be thatV' : -i;that is,

(3-28)

In other words, the commutative law does not apply to a vector product.
In unit-vector notation, we write

d x E - @i + orj + a,k) x @; + brj + b,k), (3-2e)

which can be expanded accorditrg to the distributive law; that is, each component
of the flrst vector is to be crossed with each component of the second vector. The
cross products of unit vectors are given in Appendix E (see "Products of
Vectors").For example, in the expansion of Eq. 3-29,we have

oj x b; - a*b.(1 x i) : o,

unit vectors i and i are parallel and thus have a zero cross prod-
have

x brj - a,br(i x i) : a*brk.

In the last step^we used Eq. 3-27 to evaluate the magnitude of i x j as unity.
(These vectors i and j each have a magnitude of unity, and the angle between
them is 90'.) Also, we used the right-hand rule to get the direction of i x j as

being in the positive direction of the z axis (thus in the direction of k).
Continuing to expand Eq. 3-29,you can show that

d xB -- (orb, brar)i + (orb* - b,o)j + (o,b, b.a)k (3-30)

A determinant (Appendix E) or a vector-capable calculator can also be used.

Bxa--@xh.

a
a*l
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To check whether any xyz coordinate sylteq is a right-handed coordinate system,

use the right-hand rule for the cross product i x j : k with that system. If your flngers
sweep i (positive direction of x) into j fuositive direction of y) with the outstretched
thumb pointing in the positive direction of z,thenthe system is right-handed.

FfiffiffiKBffieruT S Vectorr i and d huu" magnitudes of 3 units and 4 units,
respectively. What I th"jngle between the directions of d and D it the magnitude of
the vector product e x D i. (a) zero and (b) Izunits?

In Fig. 3-22, vector 7 lies in the xy pIane, has a magni-
tude of 18 units and points in a direction 250" from the
+x direction. Also, u"itot d hur a magnitude of 12 units
and points in the +e direction. What is the vector product
V:d x b?

When we have two vectors in magnitude-
angle notation, we find the magnitude of their cross
product with Eq. 3-27 and the direction of their cross
product with the right-hand rule of Fig. 3-2I.

Calcufations: For the magnitude we write

c - ab sin Q - (18) (Iz)(sin 90') -- 216. (Answer)

To determine the direction in Fig. 3-zz,imagine placing
the fingers of your right hand around a line
lar to the plane of d and B (the line on
shown) such that your fingers sweep d tnto

F$ffi. 3"kffi Vector
Z (in the xy plane)
is the vector (or
cross) product of
vectors d and6.

stretched thumb then gives the direction of Z. Thus, as

shown in the figure, Z lies in the xy pIane. Because its di-
rection is perpendicular to the direction of d , tt is at an

angle of
250"-90o:160'

from the positive direction of the x axis.

(Answer)

250"

If d :3i 4j and
-)
b - -x+3t,whatisV:d xEZ

When two vectors are in unit-vector nota-
tion, we can flnd their cross product by using the distrib-
utive law.

Cafcufatfons; Here we write

i- (3i 4I x en+3k)
:3i x (-x) + 3i x 3t + (-4i) x e2?)

+ (-4i) x 3k.

We next evaluate each term with Eq. 3-27 , flnding the
direction with the right-hand rule. For the flrst term
here, the angle @ between the two vectors being crossed
is 0. For the other terms, d is 90". We find

7 - -6(0) + e(- i) + B(-k) rzi
: -r 9j 8k. (Answer)

This vector 7 is perpendicular to both d and B, u fact
you can check by showing that V'd - 0 and V'B - 0; that
is, there is rro component of 7 along the direction of

S

either d or b.

eral errors are common in finding a cross product. (1) Failure
to arrange vectors tail to tail is tempting when an illustration
presents them head to tail; you must mentally shift (or better,
redraw) one vector to the proper arrangement without chang-
ing its orientation. (2) Failing to use the right hand in applying
the right-hand rule is easy when the right hand is occupied
with a calculator or pencil. (3) Failure to sweep the first vector

of the product into the second vector can occur when the orien-
tations of the vectors require an awkward twisting of your hand
to apply the right-hand rule. Sometimes that happens when you
try to make the sweep mentally rather than actually using your
hand. (a) Failure to work with a right-handed coordinate sys-

tem results when you forget how to draw such a system. See

Fig. 3-I4 for one perspective. Practice drawing other perspec-
tives, such as the (correct ones) shown in Fig. 3-25 on page 53.
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Scalars and Vectors Scalars, such as temperature, have
magnitude only. They are specifled by a number with a unit
(10'C) and obey the rules of arithmetic and ordinary algebra.
Vectors, such as displacement, have both magnitude and
direction (5 m, north) and obey the rules of vector algebra.

Adding Vectors Geometrically Two vectors d and6 
^uybe added geometrically by drawing them to a common scale and

placing them head to tail. The vector connecting the tail of the
flrst to the head of the second is the vector sum 3. To subtract d
from d,reverse the direction of B to get -B; then add -B to d.
Vector addition is commutative and obeys the associative law.

Components of a Vector The (scalar) components a*
and a, of any two-dimensional vector d along the coordinate
axes are found by dropping perpendicular lines from the ends
of d onto the coordinate axes. The components are given by

in component form, we use the rules

r*: a* * b" ry: a, * b, yr: a, I br. (3-11 to 3-13)

Here d and,B ut"the vectors to be added, and 7 is the vector sum.

Product of a Scalar and a Vector The product of a

scalar s and a vector 7 is a new vector whose magnitude is sy
and whose direction is the same as that of 7 if s is positive, and
opposite that of 7 if s is negative. To divide 7 by s, multiply 7
by 1/s.

The Scalar Product The scalar (or dot) product of two
vectors d andd ir written d .B and is the scalai quantity given
by

A.B - ab cos @, (3-20)

in which @ is the angle between the directions of. d and, E.
A scalar product is the product of the magnitude of one vector
and the scalar component of the second vector along the di-
rection of the first vector. In unit-vector notation,

. ---> A       A  d.b- (a*i r ari * ark).(b,i * brj + brk), (3-zz)

which may $ elganded according to the distributive laW.

Note that d. b - b.d.
\

The Vector Product The vector (or cross) product of
two vectors d andd ir written d x B andis a ve,ctirZ whose
magnitude c is given by

c - ab sin ,f, (3-27)

in which 0 is the an
of d and E. m" is
defined by d and by
in Fig. 3-2L No -
notation,

d x E - @j * orj + a,k1 x @; + byj + b,k), e-zs)

which we may expand with the distributive law.

a*:acos0 and ay:astn0,

where 0 is the angle between the positive direction of the x
axis and the direction of d.The algebraic sign of a component
indicates its direction along the associated axis. Given its com-
ponents, we can find the magnitude and orientation of the vec-
tor ci wrth

(3-s)

(3-6)

(3-7)

a - t[*; o', and tan 0 - -U
ax

Unit-Vector Notation Unit vectorsi, j, and t have magni-
tudes of unity and are directed in the positive directions of the
x, !, and z axes, respectively, in a right-handed coordinate
system. We can write a vector d in terms of unit vectors as

AAA

d-ari*arjtark,

in which oi, ori,,and ork are the vector components of.d and
a*, ayt and az ate its scalar components.

Adding Vectors in Component Form To add vectors

g part of the "Gators," the
ty of Florida golfing team

must play on a putting green with an al-
ligator pit. Figure 3-23 shows an over-
head view of one putting challenge of
the team;an xy coordinate system is su-
perimposed. Team members must putt
from the origin to the hole, which is at
xy coordinates (8 -, 12 m), but they
can putt the golf ball using only one or
more of the following displacements, one or more times:

ir: (8 m)i + (6 -)i, i, - (6 -)i, A - (8 m)i.

The pit is at coordinates (B -, 6 -). If a team member putts the
ball into or through the pit, the member is automatically trans-

ferred to Florida State University, the arch rival. What sequence
of displacements should a team member use to avoid the pit?

W Equati on3-Zshows thatthe addition of two vectors d and,B
is commutative. Does that mean subtraction is commutative
sothatd -B -B -az
K Can the sum of the magni-
tudes of two vectors ever be
equal to the magnitude of the
sum of the same two vectors? If
no, why not? If yes, when?

The two vectors shown in Fig.
3-24 lie in an xy plane. What are

thexandycompo-
tively, qr (u)3] + 72,,

nd (c) i, - itZ

FlG" 3-AS Question 1.

FlG. 3-2,4 Question 4.
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rrd:d +E + (-Z),does (u)dj eh:_,v * eB),
---> /d - (-b) + d +V,and (c)Z + (- d) :d + b?

K Describe two vectors d andd such that

(u)d+B-t and a*b-c;
(b)d +E -d -B;
(")d +B -t and a2 + b2 - c2.

, Which of the arrangements of axes in Fig. 3-25 can be

F$ 7.

(")

)
(d)

(1) (3)(2)

Problems

labeled "right-handed coordinate system"? As usual, each axis
label indicates the positive side of the axis.

Figure 3-26 shows vector
and four other vectors

that have the same magnitude
but differ in orientation.
(a) Which of those other four
vectors have the same dot
product with At (b) Which
have: negative dot product
with A?

If F - q(i x Fl and i is F$ffi" s"gs Question 8'

rpendicular lnB,then what is the direction of E itr the three
situations shown in Fig. 3-27 when constant q is (a) positive
and (b) negative?

F$ffi. S"#7 Question 9.

rcd .B - d .7,must B 
"quulc?

Tutoring problem available (at instructor's discretion) in WileyPLUS and WebAssign

S$ Worked-out solution available in Student Solutions Manual W Worked-out solution is at

s - &s{o Number of dots indicates level of problem difficulty ! lnteractive solution is at

Additional information available in The Flying Circus of Physics and at flyingcircusofphysics.com

;r - 25.0m and the y com-
magnitude of A? (b) What

is the angle between the direction of A and the positive
direction of x? ssrrn

Express the following angles in radians: (a) 20.0",
"50.0', (c) 100'. Convert the following angles to degrees:

(d) 0.330 rad, (") 2.10 rad, (t) 7 .70 rad.

What are (a) the x component and (b) the y component
vector d rn the xy plane if its direction is 250" counter-

clockwise from the positive direction of the x axis and its mag-
nitude is 7.3 m? ssm

o{, In Fig. 3-28, a heavy piece
of machinery is raised by sliding
it a distance d - I2.5 m along a

plank oriented at angle 0 :
20.0" to the horizontal. How far
is it moved (a) vertically and
(b) hortzontally?

A ship sets out to sail to a
point I20 km due north. An un-

starting point. (a) How far and (b) in
what direction must it now sail to
reach its original destination?

o$ A displacement vector V in the
xy plane is L5 m long and directed at
angle 0 : 30o in Fig. 3-29. Determine
(a) the x component and (b) the y component of the vector.

s A room has dimensions 3.00 m (height) x 3.70 m X
4.30 m. A fly starting at one corner flies around, ending up at
the diagonally opposite corner. (a) What is the magnitude of
its displacement? (b) Could the length of its path be less than
this magnitude? (c) Gre ater? (d) Equal? (e) Choose a suitable
coordinate system and express the components of the displace-
ment vector in that system in unit-vector notation. (f) If the fly
walks, what is the length of the shortest path? (Hint: This can
be answered without calculus. The room is like a box. unfold
its walls to flatten them into a plane.) ssm

sec" 3-6 Adding Vectors by Components
o$ A car is driven east for a distance of 50 km, then north for 30
km, and then in a direction 30o east of north for 25 km. Sketch the
vector diagram and determine (a) the magnitude and (b) the an-
gle of the car's total displacement from its starting point.

Fgffi- $-gg Problem 6.

F$ffi" S"*S Problem 4.

expected storm blows the ship to a point 100 km due east of its
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and

(u) In notation, what is the sum d
- (4.0 )i and B - (-13.0 m)i + g.o

t are th de and (c) direction of d + b?

"10 A person walks in the following pattern: 3.1 km north,
then 2.4kmwest, and flnally 5.2km south. (a) Sketch the vec-
tor diagram that represents this motion. (b) How far and (c) in
what direction would a bird fly in a straight line from the same

starting point to the same final point?

A person desires to reach a point that is 3.40 km from
present location and in a direction that is 35.0' north of

east. However, she must travel along streets that are oriented
either north-south or east-west. What is the minimum
distance she could travel to reach her destination?

"12 For the vectors d - (3.0 -)i + (4.0 -)i and E -
(5.0 m)i + (-2.0m)i, give d + B ,n (a) unit-vector notation,
and as (b) a magnitude and (.) an angle (relative to i;.
Now give b - d in (d) unit-vector notation, and as (e) a mag-
nitude and (f) an angle.

. Two vectors are given by

d - (4.0 -)i - (3.0'")i + (1.0 -)k
6 - (-1.0 m)i + (1.0 m)i + (4.0 m)k.

In unit-vector notation, flnd (u) d + B, @) d - E, and (.) u

thirdvectorZsuchthatA -B + 7:0.
o'f Find the (a) .r, (b) y, anq @) z components of the sum 7
of e displacements 7 and d whose components in meters
along the three axes are c*: 7.4, cy : -3.8, cz: -6.I, d*:
4.4, d, : -2.0, d, : 3.3.

An ant, crazed by the Sun on a hot Texas afternoon,
dbrts over an xy plane scratched in the dirt. The x and y
components of four consecutive darts are the following,
all in centimeters: (30.0, 40.0), (b*, -70.0), (-20.0, cr),

(-80.0, -70.0).Th" overall displacement of the four darts has

the xy components (-140, -20.0). What are (a) b, and (b) cr?

What are the (c) magnitude and (d) angle (relative to the p
tive direction of the x axis) of the overall displacement?

'16 Inthertr-Z +E -e,vectorZhuramagnitude of L2.0

m and is angJed 40.0" counterclockwise from the *x direction,
and vector C has a magnitude of 15.0 m and is angled 20.0"
counterclockwise from the -x direction. What are (a) the mag-
nitude and (b) the angle (rela-
tive to *x) of B?

The two vectors d and6
in Fig. 3-30 have equal magni-
tudes of 10.0 m and the angles
ate 0t : 30" and 0z: l-05".

Find the (a) x and (b) y compo-
nents of their vector sum 7, (.)
the magnitude ofV,and (d) the
angle 7 makes with the posi-
tive direction of the x axis.

ssM lrw www

.18 You are to make four
straight-line moves over a flat desert floor, starting at the ori-
gin of an xy coordinate system and ending at the xy coordi-
nates (-140 m, 30 m).The .r component and y component of
your moves are the following, respectively, in meters: (20 and

60), then (b, and -70), then (-20 and cr), then (-60 and

-70).What are (u) component b* and (b) component cr?
What are (c) the magnitude and (d) the angle (relative to the
positive direction of the x axis) of the overall displacement?

*tS Three vectors d,R, and i each have a magnitude of
50 m and lie in an xy plane. Their directions relative to the
positive direction of the x axis are 30o ,I95", and 3I5", respec-
tively.
vector
->tAD
fourth

*Zfi (a) What is the sum of the following four vectors in unit-
vector notation? For that sum, what are (b) the magnitude, (.)
the angle in degrees, and (d) the angle in radians?

F' S.OO m at -75.0"

E: 6.00 m at -2I0"
tYft In a game of lawn chess, where pieces are moved
between the centers of squares that are each 1.00 m on edge, a

knight is moved in the following way: (1) two squares forward,
one square rightward; (2) two sqllares leftw ard, one square
forward; (3) two squares forward, one square leftward. What
are (u) the magnitude and (b) the angle (relative to "for-
ward") of the knight's overall displacement for the series of
three moves?

*n22 An explorer is caught in a whiteout (itt which the
snowfall is so thick that the ground cannot be distinguished
from the sky) while returning to base camp. He was supposed
to travel due north for 5.6 km, but when the snow clears, he
discovers that he actually traveled 7.8 km at 50o north of due
east. (a) How far and (b) in what direction must he now travel
to reach base camp?

Oasis B rs 25 km due east of oasis

A, a camel walks 24km in a direction
and then walks 8.0 km due north. How far
from oasis B?

**2& Two beetles run across flat sand, starting at the same

point. Beetle 1 runs 0.50 m due east, then 0.80 m at 30' north
of due east. Beetle 2 also makes two runs; the first is 1.6 m at
40" east of due north. What must be (a) the magnitude and (b)
the direction of its second run if it is to end up at the new loca-
tion of beetle I?

""25 If E is added to C - 3.0i + 4.0j, the result is a vector
in the positive direction of the y axis,rvith a magnitude equal
to that of C. What is the magnitude of. B?

..26 Vector Z, which is directed along an x axis, is to be
added to vect o, E,which has a magnitude of 7.0 m. The sum is
a third vector that is directed along the y axis, with a magni-
tude that is 3.0 times that of A. What is that magnitude of A?
,.ZT Typical backyard ants often create a network of chemi-
cal trails for guidance. Extending outward from the nest, a

trail branches (bifurcates) repeatedly, with 60' between the
branches. If a roaming ant chances upon a tra7l, it can tell the
way to the nest at any branch point: If it is moving away from
the nest, it has two choices of path requiring a small turn in
its travel direction, either 30' leftward or 30" rightward. If
it is moving toward the nest, it has only one such choice.
Figure 3-3I shows a typical ant trail, with lettered straight sec-

E: 6.00 m at +0.900 rad

d: a.00 m at +1.20 rad

A. Starting from
15" south of east

is the camel then

o
FEG, 3-3# ProblemIT.
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tions of 2.0 cm length and symmetric bifurcation of 60'. What
are the (a) magnitude and (b) angle (relative to the positive
direction of the superimposed x axis) of an ant's displacement
from the nest (flnd it in the figure) if the ant enters the trail at
point ,4? What are the (c) magnitude and (d) angle if it enters
at point B?

**PS Here are two vectors:

a - (4.0 *)i (3.0 m)i and E - (6.0 -)i + (8.0'")i.

If dr+ dr.: 5dr,A, - ir: 3dr, and dz: 2i + 4,
hat are, in unit-vector notation, (a) dl and 1AldrZ

€$30 What is the sum of the following four vectors in (u)
unit-vector notation, and as (b) a magnitude and (c) an angle?

Problems

with respect to the first. What are the components (c) otr and
(d) ol, in this primed coordinate system?

s*€" S*S Multiplying Vectors
uSS Two vectors, i and 3, lie in the xy plane.
Their magnitudes are 4.50 and 7 .30 units, respectively, and their
directions are 320" and 85.0o, respectively, as measured counter-
clockwise from the positive x axis. What are the values of (a)
7.3 and (b) 7 x 3?

"s4 If Ar:3i - 4 + 4k and dr.: -5i + i - t, then
what is (71 + i). (d, x +ir)t

Three vectors ate given by d - 3.0i + 3.0i - 2.0k,

-1.0i - 4.0j + 2.0k, and -d - 2.U + 2.0j + 1.0k. Find
(")d .(B x U), (b)d .(B + Z), and (c)d x @ + -d).

*SS Two vectors are given by d - 3.0i + 5.0i and
B - z.u + 4.0i. Find (u) d x B, (b) d .8, (.) (d + B).8,
and (d) the component of d along the direction ot6. (Hint:
For (d), consider Eq. 3-20 and Fig. 3-20.)

*ST For the vectors in Fig.

3-34,,with a - 4,b : 3, and c
: 5, what are (a) the magni-
tude and (b) the direction of
d x b, (.) the magnitude
and (d) the direction of
d x -d, and (") the magni-
tude and (f) the direction of
R x V? (Th" z axis is not
shown.)

s*38 Displacement dr is
in the yz plane 63.0o from the positive direction of the y axis,
has a positive z component, and has a magnitude of 4.50 m.
Displacement d2 ts in the xz plane 30.0' from the positive di-
rection of the x axis, has a positive z component, and has mag-
nitude I.40 m.What are (u)ir.dr,(b)i, X dr,and (c) the an-
gle between dy andir?

*ssg Use the deflnition of scalar product, d.6 : ab cos 0,

and the fact that d.E : a"b* * arb, * arb, to calculate the
angle between_- the l*o vectors 

^given 
by d - 3.0i +

3.0j + 3.0k and b - 2.0r + 1.0j + 3.0k. ,:;;sS; 
1!yv!:,,,

o*4# For the following three vectors, what is 3d . (iA x Blt

A-z.ooi+3.ooi-4.ook
--) A B--3.00i+4.00j +2.00k

n*4,! Vector Z hur a magnigOg of 6.00 units, vector B hur a
magnitude of 7.00 units, and A. B has a value of I4.0. What is
the angle between the directions otA andB?

a*&& In the product F : qi x E,tuk" e : Z,

rzk.

What then is B in unit-vector
notationtf B*: Br?

**43 The three vectors in Fig.
3-35 have magnitudes a - 3.00
m, b - 4.00 m, and c - I0.0 m
and angle 0: 30.0o. What are
(u) the x component and (b)
the y component of d; (c) the x
component and (d) the y com-

A -- Q.oom)i + (3.00'")i

e - (-4.00 *)i + (-6.00 -)i
{e€ In Fig. 3-32, a cube of
ed ength a sits with one corner
at the origin of an xy z coordinate
system. A body diagonal rs a line
that extends from one corner to
another through the center. In
unit-vector notation, what is the x

body diagonal that extends from Fnffi. 3-34 Problem 31.

the corner at (a) coordinates (0,0,0),(b) coordinates (a,0,0),,
(c) coordinates (0, a,0), and (d) coordinates (a, a,,0)? (.)
Determine the angles that the body diagonals make with the
adjacent edges. (f) Determine the length of the body diagonals
in terms of a.

B:4.00 m, at +65.0'

D: 5.00 m, at -235"

FHffi. 3-34 Problems 37 and 50.

se€. S-7 Vectors and
the Laws of Physics

"32" In Fig. 3-33, a vec-
tor d with a magnitude of
17 .0 m is directed at angle
0 : 56.0 counterclock-
wise from the *x axis.

What are the components
(u) ax and (b) ay of
the vector? A second co-
ordinate system is in-
clined by angle 0' : 18.0" Ffiffi" 3-SS Problem32. FEffi. S-S5 Problem43.
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ponent of b; and (e) the -r component and (f) the y component
of i? It-d - pA + q6,what are the values of (g) p and (h) q?

ssM I'rw

**4S In a meeting of mimes, mime I goes through a dis-
placement dt : (4.0 m)i + (5.0 m)j and mime 2 goes

through a displ - (-3.0 m)i + (4.0 -)i. What
are (u) A, x i,r, (.) (d, * j).dr, and (d) the
component of d1 ection of d2? (Hint: For (d), see

Eq. 3-20 and Fig. 3-20.)

Additional Problems
Rock faults are ruptures along which opposite faces of
have slid past each other. In Fig. 3-36,, points .4 and B

coincided before the rock in the foreground slid down to the
right. The net displaceme nt B is glong the plane of the fault.
The horizontal component of B is the strike-slip AC. The
component of AB that is directed down the plane of the fault
is the dip-slirylD. (a) What is the magnitude of the net dis-
placement AB if the strike-slip is 22.0 m and the dip-slip is

Il .0 m? (b) If the plane of the fault is inclined at angle_E
52.0" to the horizontal, what is the vertical component of AB ?

Dip-slip

4S Two vectors d and E hur" the components, in meters,
a, : 3.2, ay : I.6,, b*:0.50, b, _ 4.5. (u) Find the angle
between the directions of d and b . There are two vectors in
the xy plane that are perpendicular tod and have a magnitude
of 5.0 m. One, vector Z, has a positive x component and the
other, vector d, u negative x component. What are (b) the x
component and (c) the y component of Z, and (d) the x com-
ponent and (e) the y component of vect or d?

4?' A vecto r d ofmagnitude 10 units and another vecto rB of
magnitude 6.0 units differ in directions by 60". Find (u) the
scalar product of the tw ctors and (b) the magnitude of the
vector productd x B.

4.ff Vector 7 has a magnitude of 5.0 m and is directed east.

Vector B hur a magnitude of 4.0 m and is directed 35" west of
due north ction
ofd + E? on of
B -d?(e
4S A particle undergoes three successive disglacements in a

plane, as follows: d1, 4.00 m southwest; then d2,5.00 m east;

and finally dr,6.00 m in a direction 60.0" north of east. Choose
a coordinate system with the y axis pointing north and the x
axis pointing east. What are (a) the x component and (b) the

at are (.) the
What are (")
? Next, consid

of the particle for the three successive displacements. What
are (g) the x component, (h) the y component, (i) the magni-
tude, and ( j) the direction of the net displacement? If the par-
ticle is to return directly to the starting point, (k) how far and
(l) in what direction should it move?

For the vectors in Fig.3-34,with a - 4,b:3., and c:5,
culate (u)d.8, (b) d .i,and @)B .V.

SS A sailboat sets out from the U.S. side of Lake Erie for a

point on the Canadian side, 90.0 km due north. The sailor,
however, ends up 50.0 km due east of the starting point.
(a) How far and (b) in what direction must the sailor now sail
to reach the original destination? ssm

Str Find the sum of the following four vectors in (a) unit-
vector notation, and as (b) a magnitude and (c) an angle rela-
tive to *x.

F, 10.0 m, at 25.A" counterclockwise from *x

0, I2.0 m, at 10.0" counterclockwise from *y

R' 8.00 m, at 20.0" clockwise from -y
3' 9.00 m, at 40.0' counterclockwise from -y

SS Vectorr Z and E tl" in an xy pIan". A has magnitude
8.00 and angle 130"; E has components B*: -7.72 and

angles between the negative
u) 4" direction of Z, (U) the di-
x B, and (.) the direction of

Here ate three displacements, each in meters:
dt ^ 4.0i J 50i 

^- 
6.0t,ir: -1.0,i + z.g * 10k, and dr:

4.u + 3.0i + 2.0k. (a) what is 7 - A, - d, + drz lalwhar is

the angle between 7 and the positive e axis? (c) What is the
component of dl along the direction of drZ (d) What is the
component of dl that is perpendicular to the direction of d2

and in the plane of A, and dr? (Hint: For (.), consider
Eq. 3-20 and Fig. 3-20;for (d), consider Eq. 3-27.)

SS Vectors A and B lie
in an xy plane. A has

magnitude 8.00 and angle
130"; B has components
B*:-7.72 and Bu:
-s.20.(u) Yhat is sA:Et
What is 4A x 3E in (b)
unit-vector notation and x
(c) magnitude-angle nota-
tion with spherical co-

FEffi. S-37 Problem 55.

ordinates (see Fig. 3-37)? 
___,

(Q Wh3t is the angle betwee ons of A and
4A x 38? (Hint: Think a bit be rt to a calcula-
tion.) What is Z + 3.00k in (e) otation and (f)
magnitude-angle notation with spherical coordinates?

Strike-slip

Fault plane

FFG" 3-36 Problem 45.



SY Here are three vectors in meters:

Ar:-3.0i+3.0i+2.0k
dr: -z.u - 4.oi + 2.ok

dr: z.u + 3.oi + 1.0k.

What results from (u) dr- (dr. + dr), (b) dt. (d, x i), and

@)drx (7r+ir)?
S A golfer takes three putts to get the ball into the hole.
The flrst putt displaces the ball 3.66 m north, the second
1.83 m southeast, and the third 0.91 m southwest.What are (a)
the magnitude and (b) the direction of the displacement
needed to get the ball into the hole on the first putt?

SW Consid er d in the positive direction of x,B inthe positive
direction of y, and a scalar d. What is the direction of b ld rf
d and (b) negative? ma
(c d'bld? What is t of
re )dx6and,@B ati
nitude of the vector product in (e)? (h) What is the magnitude
of the vector product in (0? What are (i) the magnitude and
( j) the direction of d x b ld it d is positive?

- hu, a magnitude of. 2.5 m and points north.
a e magnitude and (b) the direction of 4.04?
a magnitude and (d) the direction of 4.04?

** Let i Ue directed to the east, j be directed to the north,
and t Ue directed upward. Wh at are the values of products (a)
i.t , 1u; (-k).(-j), and (.) i.(-i)? Whar are rhe directions
(such as east or down) of products (d) t x i, (") (-i) x (-i),
and (0 (-t ) t (-iX
Str Consider two displacements, one of magnitude 3 m and
another of magnitude 4 m. Show how the displacement vec-
tors may be combined to get a resultant displacement of mag-
nitude (u) 7 m, (b) 1 m, and (c) 5 m.

SS A bank in downtown Boston is robbed (see the map in
Fig. 3-38). To elude police, the robbers escape by helicopter,
making three successive flights described by the following dis-
placements: 32km,45o south of east; 53 km, 26 north of west;
26km,l-8" east of south. At the end of the third flight they are
captured. In what town are they apprehended?

Waloole
ot

;,::,1,' ,: ,.:r ,:,.:, PfOblem 63.

Problems

ffi4 A wheel with a radius of
45.0 cm rolls without slipping
along a horizontal floor (Fig.
3-39). At time h, the dot P
painted on the rim of the
wheel is at the point of contact
between the wheel and the
floor. At a later time tz, the
wheel has rolled through one-

At time t1 At time /2

Ffiffi" S-ffiW Problem64.

half of a revolution. What are (a) the magnitude and (b) the
angle (relative to the floor) of the displacement of P?

SS Z hur the magnitude I2.0m and is angled 60.0" counter-
clockwise from the positive direction of the x axis of arl xy
coordinate system. Also, E - Q2.0 rn)i + (8.00 -)i on that
same coordinate system. We now rotate the system counterclock-
wise about the origitly 20.0" to form an x'y' system. On this new
system, what are (a) A and (b) B,both in unit-vector notation?

SS A woman walks 250 m in the direction 30o east of north,
then 17 5 m directly east. Find (a) the magnitude and (b) the
angle of her final displacement from the starting point. (.)
Find the distance she walks. (d) Which is greater, that distance
or the magnitude of her displacement?

SY (u) In unit-vector notation, what is V -d -6 + 7 if
d - s.oi + 4.0i - 6.0t, E - -2.0i + z.oj + 3.0t, and -d -
4.0i + 3.Oi + 2.0k? (b) Calculate the angle between 7 and the
positive z axis. (.) What is the component of d along the
direction of b? (d) What is the component of d p._-erpendicular

to the direction of b but in th r plane of. d and b? (Hint: For
(c), see Eq. 3-20 and Fig. 3-20;for (d), see Eq. 3-27.)

sffi Itd -B:ZV,d +E - 4V,and,V:3i + 4j,thenwhat
are (a) d and(b) i?
&S A protester carries his sign of protest, starting from the
origin of an xy z coordinate systeffi, with the xy plane horizon-
tal. He moves 40 m in the negative direction of the x axis, then
20 m along a perpendicular path to his left, and then 25 m up a
water tower. (a) In unit-vector notation, what is the displace-
ment of the sign from start to end? (b) The sign then falls to
the foot of the tower. What is the magnitude of the displace-
ment of the sign from start to this new end?

?ffi A vectord has a magnitucle 3.0 m and is directed south.
Wryt are (a) the magnitude and (b) the direction of the vector
5.0d? What are (c) the magnitude and (d) the direction of the
vector -2.04?
?$ If B is added to A, the result is 6.0i + 1.0i. If B is

subtracted fro^4, the result is -4.0i + 7.0i.What is the mag-
nitude otAZ ssm

?ffi A fire ant, searching for hot sauce tn a plcnrc area, goes

through three displacements along level ground: dyfor 0.40 m
southwest (that is, at 45' from directly south and from directly
west), d2for 0.50 m due east, d3for 0.60 m at 60o north of east.

Let the positive x direction be east and the positive y direction
be north. What are (a) the .r component and (b) the y compo-
nent ofdl ?lMhat are (c) the x component and (d) the y com-
ponent of dr? What are (.) the x component and (f) the
y component of fu?

What are (g) the x component, (h) the y component, (i)
the magnitude, and (j) the direction of the ant's net displace-
ment? If the ant is to return directly to the starting point, (k)
how far and (l) in what direction should it move?


